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Here is the flyer for St Paddy's Day 2012
Saturday, March 17th. Richmond, VA. Hotels are very close by.
Band lineup and other details will be posted soon.
Check back on this thread for updates

10-07-2011, 01:49 AM

Sweet!!! And it's not too far at all, this guy will definitely be there :)

10-07-2011, 03:19 AM

Planning the trip now

10-07-2011, 03:36 AM

Do we now a roundabout area in Richmond yet? I like booking early, way cheaper

10-07-2011, 01:07 PM

Sweet deal, my birthday is march 17th so we're definitely planning on being there!

10-07-2011, 05:38 PM

Sweet deal, my birthday is march 17th so we're definitely planning on being there!

Mine is the 25th if we get a few more march babies someone will have to get us a cake.

10-07-2011, 05:46 PM

Mine is April 3rd does that count?

10-07-2011, 06:03 PM

Sure joco that's close enough for my count, but I agree with toten we should have cake haha.

10-07-2011, 06:20 PM

Hell yeah everybody loves cake!

10-07-2011, 06:38 PM

There's a bad ass bakery that has kick ass chocolate and peanutbutter cupcakes.
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10-09-2011, 03:30 AM

Mine is August, but fuck it I'll celebrate too just for giggles

10-12-2011, 09:36 PM

Not to far from pa. I'll try to get some of the guys too come out for this one.

10-17-2011, 02:23 PM

Already saving and planning. If Im not there you guys will know I have died!

10-17-2011, 02:27 PM

Hope I can make it!

10-17-2011, 04:41 PM

Looking into airfare as we speak. Took most of my vacation on my hunts this year but i will try and swing it!

10-17-2011, 04:55 PM

Anybody from the west coast know of a good airline to use? new at this whole thing. ive flew alot for work but the
HR lady always set it up haha.

10-18-2011, 01:01 AM

Richmond is one a smaller airport ... You may find cheaper airfare to one of the DC Airports. Personally, I prefer to
fly JetBlue, but they don't fly out of many airports out west. Check Delta ... they usually have the cheapest fares
across the US

10-18-2011, 01:21 AM

Anybody from the west coast know of a good airline to use? new at this whole thing. ive flew alot for work but the
HR lady always set it up haha.
Check www.Kayak.com and you can compare several airlines and airports at once. The destination airport code is
RIC, but you might find cheaper airfare into DCA or IAD (both in Washington DC) if you don't mind driving a
couple of hours. You flying out of PDX (Portland)?
I fly mostly Delta, but American Airlines and United are decent too. I try to stay away from the bargain airlines
like Frontier, Southwest, Allegiant, etc. just because.

10-18-2011, 04:05 AM

Thanks for the info brother. i was going to fly out of PDX, but PAPA wants to fly togother outta seattle. he says its
cheaper which is fine with me.not a far drive. i will get with him and let yall know what is going on after we make
our plans. i would like to fly into RIC so we dont have to rent a car or nothin.
Corey

10-22-2011, 10:36 PM

don't get your ticket yet.the weekend were thowing the show's not set in stone. well be discussing the date at
our next meeting.

10-23-2011, 10:16 PM

Nice Eddies on the show flyer.

11-06-2011, 02:54 PM

Making plans and saving now. I hope to find some New England brothers to share the ride down with.

11-20-2011, 11:12 AM

Making plans and saving now. I hope to find some New England brothers to share the ride down with.Got a car
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good on gas?My truck would break the bank getting there.You want to meet you just may have the chance.

11-20-2011, 12:53 PM

the date of the show is set in stone now "march 17th 2012"

11-20-2011, 05:34 PM

Got a car good on gas?My truck would break the bank getting there.You want to meet you just may have the
chance.

Got a great car...Made in Germany. It can take you, me and about 500 Jews in the ashtray to VA without a
problem. Let me know.

11-22-2011, 09:30 AM

Got a great car...Made in Germany. It can take you, me and about 500 Jews in the ashtray to VA without a
problem. Let me know.Cool one way or another we will meet BlutBruder.
We will stay in touch about this matter.I got alot going on but its time i get to a large event of Our Folk I am sure
it will Rock.
Be warm down there too maybe find a place to pitch a tent ,got to save money!

12-26-2011, 04:00 PM

My b-day is march 13th will there be plenty of beer or should i bring a coupe thirty racks with me? I don't mind
bringing something to pitch in for the event even though i'm not a member of anything if you guys are nice
enough to let me attend that event then i don't mind picking up a couple of extra supplies to show my
appreciation.

12-26-2011, 06:51 PM

i live in CT would be nice to meet a few new whites near here also. PM me if so. 88

12-26-2011, 07:31 PM

Food and beer will be available at the show.

12-26-2011, 09:06 PM

Gonna be my sons 18th birthday present to him. Cant wait... My baby is becoming a man.

12-26-2011, 10:15 PM

I need to get to know people, so this is under consideration for a travel & fun! 14/88

12-27-2011, 12:23 AM

I need to get to know people, so this is under consideration for a travel & fun! 14/88

It should be a great time to meet people, one of the bigger events so there should be lots of brothers and sisters
there. Hope you can make it!

12-31-2011, 10:30 PM

Here is the updated flyer for St Paddy's Day. This is shaping up to be a killer show. The headlining band will be
announced later.

12-31-2011, 10:56 PM

Exciting, cant wait.

01-01-2012, 02:11 AM
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ForwardWeMarch

I'l be bringing some of the New york boys down

01-01-2012, 10:05 AM

Chaos88? Cool stuff!

01-01-2012, 06:04 PM

West Coast Firm will send a handful at least... Can't wait to check out Virginia.. Lotsa cool historical sites to see

01-01-2012, 06:56 PM

West Coast Firm will send a handful at least... Can't wait to check out Virginia.. Lotsa cool historical sites to see

Yeah there's plenty of civil war battlegrounds and stuff.

01-01-2012, 08:07 PM

Yeah very PSYCHED for Chaos 88!!!

01-02-2012, 05:22 PM

i love the Punk Rock style of Chaos88, I wonder that they're still around. you heard nothing about this band for
years, so really cool that they play. Can't wait.

01-02-2012, 05:44 PM

i don't like Chaos88 at all, I liked aggravated assault better

01-02-2012, 06:47 PM

i love the Punk Rock style of Chaos88, I wonder that they're still around. you heard nothing about this band for
years, so really cool that they play. Can't wait.

Drew told me a while ago that Warren married etc. and sorted his life. Seems that he is now a serious man and
not that punkrock-antisocial anymore. Nice to see them again after more than 10 years. Last time it was eastern
Germany with Kraftschlag etc. in I think 1999 that I saw them play.

01-02-2012, 07:50 PM

want to go so bad i need to save up its a long trip

01-03-2012, 01:16 AM

The mini cd they put out was better than the album

01-03-2012, 01:56 AM

Great to hear Warren has sorted himself out - looked like he was going down that GG Allin path for a bit

01-03-2012, 05:01 PM

Great to hear Warren has sorted himself out - looked like he was going down that GG Allin path for a bit

GG Allin. Wow I haven't heard that name for about 20 years. Love it

14/88

01-03-2012, 05:26 PM

The mini cd they put out was better than the album

the Gang Violence mini. Hell Yeah, I LOVE this shit!
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01-03-2012, 06:51 PM

Baldy bitch was Rad!

01-04-2012, 12:56 AM

GG Allin. Wow I haven't heard that name for about 20 years. Love it

14/88

hahha yeah he was from your neck of the woods right?

01-04-2012, 02:28 AM

hahha yeah he was from your neck of the woods right?

He was from VT but he did play alot in the Manchester NH area. I saw him when I was in high school. I had to
use a fake ID to get into the show. That name brought back some good but fucked up memories. LOL

14/88

01-04-2012, 04:47 AM

sounds like a good show. Im going to rent a Van here in pa to drive down. So if anyone needs a ride from Pa let
me know.
shane

01-04-2012, 12:41 PM

He was from VT but he did play alot in the Manchester NH area. I saw him when I was in high school. I had to
use a fake ID to get into the show. That name brought back some good but fucked up memories. LOL

14/88

good call - I heard he grew up in NH (littleton? Littlewood??)

01-05-2012, 03:18 PM

Born in Lancaster, NH but grew up in St Johnsbury, VT. His mother brought him there as a kid after getting
divorced.

01-05-2012, 08:08 PM

Could someone familiar with the Richmond area let me know a good place to stay during the St Paddy's Day Fest.
I don't want to book a hotel room in the middle Niggerville.

01-05-2012, 09:20 PM

I don't want to book a hotel room in the middle Niggerville.

Your no fun

01-06-2012, 12:58 AM

Could someone familiar with the Richmond area let me know a good place to stay during the St Paddy's Day Fest.
I don't want to book a hotel room in the middle Niggerville.

I'll pm you some advice mate

01-06-2012, 03:58 PM

Got the PM...Thanks for the advice. I'll do it.

14/88
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01-07-2012, 01:58 AM

Got the PM...Thanks for the advice. I'll do it.

14/88

thats what us NYCers will be doing ;-)

01-08-2012, 01:18 AM

Could someone familiar with the Richmond area let me know a good place to stay during the St Paddy's Day Fest.
I don't want to book a hotel room in the middle Niggerville.

we'll be posting hotels not far from the show on a date closer to the event

01-14-2012, 03:03 PM

mhm,I believe that show will gonna be good and perfect...old school style of course ;) Big greetings to American
brothers and sisters from here Nordic Finland.

01-15-2012, 08:35 AM

BlutBruder still want to have me riding shotgun?I am planning on this event got to get to one before I am an old
Man.lol There are also people I would like to meet hanging out there somewhere?Few are on this forum.Hope all
is well Brother 5/14

01-15-2012, 06:22 PM

Its still a go. I'm looking to get Krew-za-Krew to go with us. I should be meeting him sometime in the next
couple of weeks. We'll talk when it gets closer.

14/88

01-26-2012, 03:35 PM

Looks like B&H altoona will have room if anyone from Pa is looking for a ride to the show. We're going to take off
that saturday around 8:00 from altoona, and ill be driving back that night after the show.
So hit me up with you need a ride.

Shane

02-02-2012, 11:38 PM

Officially off active duty now and my boss (new job) has cleared me for the weekend so I will definitely see
everyone that weekend. Driving up Friday and staying through Sunday morning. Looking forward to meeting
everyone. Already got some info from WPWW so I am good to go.

Can't wait for March!!!

02-02-2012, 11:44 PM

Officially off active duty now and my boss (new job) has cleared me for the weekend so I will definitely see
everyone that weekend. Driving up Friday and staying through Sunday morning. Looking forward to meeting
everyone. Already got some info from WPWW so I am good to go.

Can't wait for March!!!

Awesome!! See you there!

02-02-2012, 11:58 PM

It will be nice to meet you bro.
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02-05-2012, 02:49 AM

cant fucking wait !!!!!!! its about time i got around some real motherfuckers!!!

02-05-2012, 04:41 AM

There are some PA guys you could probably meet up with any time not just a big event...have you made contact?

02-07-2012, 01:10 PM

yeah manit's been a long time since a did a gig about 14 years but we have been practicing and well be able to
pull something fun off!!

02-07-2012, 11:19 PM

Schedule is clear. Ill be making it to the show along with some of the the other Indiana guys. Looking forward to
finally meeting all of you. Much respect to the HSN!

02-10-2012, 07:49 PM

Hi guys, new to the forum but been checking it out for a bit. I'll be around Richmond for the St. Paddy's Day
show and thought about checking it out, but I didn't know if it was a members-only closed event. I have read
that membership is pretty selective and the process usually goes through a local contact/chapetr, so I wanted to
be respectful if this for HSN members only. FYI--I'm 36, white, and pro-white. Thanks--Jay

02-10-2012, 08:07 PM

This event is open to all white activist.

"Carolina Sons"

02-10-2012, 10:32 PM

Thanks, toten kopf 14. Definitely a race-conscious, pro-white individual. Looking forward to hearing the bands
and meeting some like-minded people. --Jay

02-23-2012, 01:53 AM

Hey Blutbruder and Struckanerve. Im lookin forward to meeting In the next couple of days, and am totally
committed to being there for the show and getting to know all of ya'll.

Anyone know of any hotels near to the show? Like another brother said Id hate to book a room in the center of
niggerville.

14/88

02-23-2012, 02:19 AM

Lol hope you all have fun and pre-happy birthday in advance because no doubt ill forget lol I want cake :(

02-24-2012, 01:43 AM

it is getting closer and I am getting more exited. we have all of our plans in place. looking forward to camaraderie
with my brothers and a great show.

02-24-2012, 02:00 AM

It's going to be awesome can't wait to meet new brothers and sisters going to be a hell of a time

02-24-2012, 02:02 AM
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it is getting closer and I am getting more exited. we have all of our plans in place. looking forward to camaraderie
with my brothers and a great show.

I can't wait to meet the Tri-State Crew. Gonna be a blast!

02-24-2012, 03:04 PM

Definately making it this year...going to be a great time!

02-25-2012, 09:42 AM

Can someone tell me what price are flights to Virginia from Syd or Melb? Just of curiosity

02-25-2012, 12:02 PM

Can someone tell me what price are flights to Virginia from Syd or Melb? Just of curiosity

Just go to any online flight ticket place using a search engine and have at it.

02-25-2012, 02:23 PM

United do a round trip for $1624

02-25-2012, 03:16 PM

Can someone tell me what price are flights to Virginia from Syd or Melb? Just of curiosity

www.kayak.com

airport codes are SYD to RIC

02-25-2012, 03:31 PM

Just booked my rental car and hotel - PSYCHED!!!

02-29-2012, 05:46 PM

It will be a good one i promise unless i get all fucking drunk and pass out just kidding it's been about 13 years
since i played a show i'm fucking ready!

02-29-2012, 05:47 PM

i love the Punk Rock style of Chaos88, I wonder that they're still around. you heard nothing about this band for
years, so really cool that they play. Can't wait. Yeah man it's been awhile but i'm fucking looking fwd to having a
great time!

02-29-2012, 05:49 PM

Yeah very PSYCHED for Chaos 88!!!Yeah man it will be a good one I promise!

02-29-2012, 08:52 PM

You boys gonna have shirts for sale?

02-29-2012, 10:27 PM

yes we will

03-01-2012, 09:18 AM

yes we will

Think about one or two in 6XL for me ^^
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03-04-2012, 04:32 AM

2 weeks out folks!! Everyone got their travel arrangements sorted out?

03-09-2012, 12:29 PM

cant wait for this, its gonna be a hell of a time, and a hell of a road trip! cant wait to find out who the headliner
is, ive been waiting for ever to here!!!

03-10-2012, 02:13 AM

yeah I am all set, 4 of us coming down from nyc, hotel booked etc going to be a great night

03-10-2012, 05:27 PM

I can't wait to meet some new guys and catch up with the ones I've met. This is what it all comes down to, the
newer forum guys need to know that this is where you scoot the chair back away from the pc and get some face
time in. Hope to see you all there for this kick ass event!

03-10-2012, 05:48 PM

This is what it all comes down to, the newer forum guys need to know that this is where you scoot the chair back
away from the pc and get some face time in. Hope to see you all there for this kick ass event!

There might be free WiFi. Hahahaha

03-10-2012, 06:20 PM

Free WiFi...LOL

03-10-2012, 06:33 PM

There might be free WiFi. Hahahaha

so..the show is at a starbucks then??? :P

03-10-2012, 11:03 PM

No Sir star bucks symbol is gay. We are going to popey's chicken.

03-10-2012, 11:04 PM

hahhaha

03-11-2012, 07:43 PM

Definately can not wait to meet some more comrades from around the country, its going to be a blast for sure

03-12-2012, 01:28 AM

Look on a map Sir its a lot cheaper

03-12-2012, 12:04 PM

St Patty's day hotel info

Vip inn
804-271-6081
2301 willis road richmond va 23237

country inn & suites
804-275-5900
2401 willis road road richmond 23237
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DefiniteH8NC

americas best value inn
804-271-1281
2126 willis road richmond 23237

03-12-2012, 09:18 PM

Booked my room yesterday!!!

03-12-2012, 10:17 PM

me and the family just booked yesterday anyone know the other bands

03-12-2012, 10:22 PM

It's a surprise. It will be well worth the wait.

03-12-2012, 11:28 PM

http://i994.photobucket.com/albums/af69/EndApathy/os111.jpg

03-12-2012, 11:30 PM

Open Season from Australia!!!!!!!! Do not miss out on this killer event.

03-13-2012, 12:44 AM

Just what you Americans need....more Aussies ! :-D

03-13-2012, 01:32 AM

Anyone know if there will be Crew stuff for sale?

03-13-2012, 02:07 AM

I hope so.I need a different color crew shirt other than black.It seems these day every other shirt I own is black.I
would like to get a white or red one.If anyone had some wife beaters for sale I'd be game for a couple of
those.Summer is right around the corner and it is just too hot in AL to wear a hoodie or flight all year long.

03-13-2012, 02:13 AM

I have a charcoal grey prototype. The red, white and black POP on it.

03-13-2012, 02:29 AM

Prototype of what?

03-13-2012, 02:54 AM

some one through it at me we are coming from a far so i was just wondering how much for family or kids adults
seniors whatever prices$$$$$ thanks brother

03-13-2012, 04:35 AM

Prototype of what?

N.C Crew 38 with the design like the little avatar.

03-13-2012, 04:36 AM

I will be seeing everyone there

03-13-2012, 04:57 AM
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People fuck yer light bill come out and see a great classic Open Season!!!!!!!

03-13-2012, 05:17 AM

Hope all our brothers and sisters have an awesome weekend, please send open season home safe!

03-13-2012, 07:30 AM

Have a wonderful time, everyone. Please show Open Season a good time but not so much that a hospital visit is
required. Haha

Here's to a kick-ass gig. 838.

// Sent using Tapatalk //

03-13-2012, 12:20 PM

Its not a party without some one going to hospital or jail :tongue:

03-13-2012, 03:14 PM

There will be show shirts available that are going to help fund Hammerfest and depending on space I might bring
some crew stuff as well. The show shirts are going to be a mix of red white and black shirts.

03-13-2012, 08:22 PM

thats cute of course its a racist site you guys have probably seen me and the family around weve been pretty
active in the last decade or so nothing stupid just following our beliefs and standing strong thanks brothers ,ive
alway respected the hsn and there political views

03-16-2012, 01:23 AM

It's almost here!!! I've been waiting for this since Hammerfest!

03-16-2012, 01:27 AM

I'm ready! Trimmed my nose hair and locked on a baby sitter

03-16-2012, 02:10 AM

I'm ready! Trimmed my nose hair and locked on a baby sitter

you got that ear hair taken care of though????

03-16-2012, 02:21 AM

Call it what you want. I call that side burns.

03-16-2012, 02:26 AM

hahhaha

03-16-2012, 03:15 AM

It's going to be a great birthday party

03-16-2012, 05:04 AM

Is it your B-day this weekend?This weekend is my one year Crew38 anniversary.I can't believe that I have been
patched for exactly one year already.Times flies, Its been a wonderful first year too!
Ok everyone,it is official.I am leaving the house right now to head to VA for the show!!I hope to see all my
buddies I have met the past couple years on here.Most importantly,I wish everyone a safe trip, drive carefully,
and I can't wait to see everyone!!
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Support the Nation,Sieg Heil!!
George Jr.

03-16-2012, 05:29 AM

See y'all soon...flight leaves in 5 hrs.....838!!!!!

Sent from my Motorola_i1 using Tapatalk

03-16-2012, 06:25 AM

We are leaving alabama in about 2 hrs

Sent from my Vortex using Tapatalk

03-16-2012, 08:20 AM

Hope everyone has an awesome day tomorrow. I'll knock back a few more green beers while I wallow in my
jealousy. Ah well hammered is just around the corner. Have a good one

03-16-2012, 09:55 AM

Started the trip early yesterday & came up to Tennessee. Heading to VA in a few!!!!

03-16-2012, 10:43 AM

Birthday is about a week after. Close enough

03-16-2012, 12:26 PM

Started the trip early yesterday & came up to Tennessee. Heading to VA in a few!!!!

we leave first thing Saturday morning - can't wait! :biggrin: :biggrin: :biggrin:

03-16-2012, 12:58 PM

Krew_za_Krew and i got in last night. Can't wait to meet the brothers and listen to some great music Travel
safely everyone

14/88

03-16-2012, 04:03 PM

Krew_za_Krew and i got in last night. Can't wait to meet the brothers and listen to some great music Travel
safely everyone

14/88

yeah man - see you soon

03-16-2012, 05:18 PM

I'm hoping to get off work in time to catch a ride. when does it start?

03-16-2012, 05:59 PM

we leave first thing Saturday morning - can't wait! :biggrin: :biggrin: :biggrin:

I'm about 3 hours out from Richmond

03-16-2012, 07:50 PM

well one of my guys just dropped out - oh well still makes 3 of us
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Blutbruder

AussieSkin

white_truth

Andy va

JoCoRebel

vanilla gorilla

JoCoRebel

Blutbruder

Phantom4

ForwardWeMarch

amish mike

White Valor

AussieSkin

03-16-2012, 07:54 PM

well one of my guys just dropped out - oh well still makes 3 of us

I know the feeling brother. Lol

03-16-2012, 08:03 PM

their loss :cool:

03-16-2012, 09:29 PM

can I ask, how much are the tickets?

03-16-2012, 10:54 PM

They are 25.00

03-16-2012, 11:26 PM

Ig-e and I are heading out before the sun shines, looking forward to seeing you all there. Anybody needing to
make some face time get out there and do it, this is your chance to meet the soldiers for a future of our race!

03-16-2012, 11:30 PM

contact number will be 804 888 1124

03-18-2012, 08:22 AM

Just got home, good times, nice seeing everyone and congrats to all the new prospects. The show was great, saw
the bros i knew, met the bros i don't, awesome...(sisters too)

03-18-2012, 11:25 AM

Had a great time. Respect to CHS/Crew 38 for a great show. It was nice to meet all the brothers and sisters and
put a face to the names. I can't wait for the next one.

03-18-2012, 03:59 PM

Had a blast! Thanks to the Tri-State Crew & CHS Hammers for having us. Can't wait for Hammerfest & future
shows.

03-18-2012, 05:41 PM

Hell yeah, what a blast. Thanks alot to CHS for the great show and all the hard work.
Also hail and thanks to EHS for the hospitality and for give me a ride. And of course to all brothers I met and had
the honour to hang out with.

03-18-2012, 06:38 PM

Very impressive show me and the family had a great time well worth the extremely long ride much respect to hsn

03-18-2012, 07:54 PM

Thank you to The Hammerskin Nation, Crew 38, the bands, and everybody at the show for making it truly great! I
really enjoyed meeting everybody and I'm looking forward to more good times! 838! 14/88! SIEG HEIL!!!

03-18-2012, 08:53 PM

Just got home - thanks for the great gig Hammers - and really f'n good to put faces to so many names - see you
all soon

Cheers
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STRAIGHTEDGE

AussieSkin

chaos88

Phantom4

krew_za_krew

Phantom4

noniggersleft88

LuluRoman

toten kopf 14

Heather88

Beatdown Sound

TJ1488

03-19-2012, 12:02 AM

Amazing show & as been said glad to match faces to the names here & enjoyed meeting everyone.

03-19-2012, 12:09 AM

Amazing show & as been said glad to match faces to the names here & enjoyed meeting everyone.

yup - definitely bro!

03-19-2012, 01:46 AM

Got home a little while with the exception of Codys bass missing the show and weekend was great well planned
and it seemed like everyone was cool as shit> If anybody comes across cody's bass let me know awsome gig
crew 38 thanks again for a good time!

03-19-2012, 02:20 AM

Just got home, thanks again for a great time. Lil' Dave I'll throw the neck gaiter in the mail tomorrow.

03-19-2012, 02:59 AM

Left at 8am got home after some truck troubles at 7:30pm. Well worth the trip and a little Highway mechanic'n.
Respect to all the Hammers and Crew38 that helped this show happen.

Good to put faces with the names, like Aussie said.

Liam-

03-19-2012, 03:11 AM

Very impressive show me and the family had a great time well worth the extremely long ride much respect to hsn

Make sure to always capitalize HSN.

03-19-2012, 03:20 AM

Hope everyone has an awesome day tomorrow. I'll knock back a few more green beers while I wallow in my
jealousy. Ah well hammered is just around the corner. Have a good one

Dont worry, Hammered is going to rock!!! :)

03-19-2012, 05:26 AM

Awesome show this weekend! It was great to meet/ see so many people. Great times, no static, no bs. This is
how a skinhead show should be.

03-19-2012, 03:28 PM

I hope everyone made it home safe. Great to talk in person with all of you.

03-19-2012, 03:44 PM

Had a great weekend hope to see everyone again thanks for putting on a awesome show

03-19-2012, 05:54 PM

FuckFace 88 left a red telecaster up there, but its been located. Good luck Cody, it was great seein ya bro, great
seein Chaos 88 and all the bands, bros, ladies etc

03-20-2012, 02:26 AM

that was a mind blowing show well worth the all day and night drive and a great mix of bands and it sure was
great to meet good people
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AussieSkin

amish mike

Westfalenhammer

AussieSkin

chaos88

gc_jim

JoCoRebel

03-20-2012, 02:34 AM

that was a mind blowing show well worth the all day and night drive and a great mix of bands and it sure was
great to meet good people

how long was your drive? my drive down there was only about 6hrs but I did it on 4 hrs sleep - some of the guys
I Know drove 12 hrs and 10 hrs respectively - well worth it

03-20-2012, 03:23 AM

19 hours this way brothers and sisters but well worth it

03-21-2012, 01:22 PM

I just stepped through my door back here in Germany after a 22 hours travel. Thanks to all that made the last
week and especially the show as good as it was. Hope you all had safe trips back home and we'll see us soon at
another show!

03-21-2012, 09:56 PM

glad you made it home in one piece brother !

03-22-2012, 02:59 AM

I just stepped through my door back here in Germany after a 22 hours travel. Thanks to all that made the last
week and especially the show as good as it was. Hope you all had safe trips back home and we'll see us soon at
another show!

was very cool a handful made it all the way from Germany i am still looking at pictures what a great time it was

03-22-2012, 05:01 AM

Thanks to everyone who came to the show and everyone that showed me hospitality believe me it was greatly
appreciated. It was a great week. It was a hell of a ride home but well worth it.

03-22-2012, 01:00 PM

It was nice to meet you GCJim and it's good to hear you made it back down under in one piece.
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